
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Judge Joel Wohlfeil  
Superior Court - State  

Defendant  

Judge Cynthia Bashant  
Southern District - Federal  

Defendant  

Chief Justice Sidney Thomas  
Federal Appellate Court 

Ninth Circuit  



 

My name is Darryl Cotton and I am a pro se plaintiff litigant who has been battling a SHAM LAWSUIT that was 

filed against me in state court and has ended up in federal court, all in an effort to deprive me of my property 

ownership rights.  Specifically, where this case begins is with an opportunity to apply for and secure a license 

that would allow for the operation of a cannabis dispensary in San Diego.  Since there are strict land use 

requirements to qualify that are based upon their property line separation distances from schools, parks and 

residences, these are highly coveted properties.  There are a limited number of commercial properties that 

meet these stringent separation requirements but even for those that can qualify, the number of licenses 

being issued is limited to just 4 per council district or 36 across the City of San Diego.    

What I am about to share here, in a very abbreviated form, has been thoroughly documented on my website 

with uploaded court documents @ 151Farmers.org/canna-greed.  There is also a Personnel Flowchart with 

hyperlinks at the beginning of Section 11 for state court case documents and Section 12 for federal case 

documents.  This entire presentation may be downloaded @ Section 11.36 of Canna-Greed.     

1) My legal issues began in March of 2017 when Larry Geraci, a licensed real estate agent and financial 

advisor sued me for a breach of contract which stemmed from my not selling my property to him.  Geraci 

wanted to own my property so he could apply for and develop a City of San Diego license for a Marijuana 

Outlet - Conditional Use Permit (MO-CUP).  We had orally agreed to the sale and joint venture terms and 

conditions that would have allowed him to do so but when he refused to put those terms and conditions 

into writing, and the excuses for why he couldn’t do so kept coming, I decided after giving him numerous 

opportunities to reduce our agreement to writing, to cancel the deal and sell my property to another 

party. 

 

2) On 03/21/17 Superior Court Case No 37-2017-00010073-CU-BC-CTL  (ROA-1) GERACI v COTTON sues for 

Breach of Contract whereby he claims that a 3-sentence document he gave me that was a receipt for a 

$10K earnest money deposit towards the purchase of the property was, based on this lawsuit, a complete 

and fully integrated contract that contained all the terms and conditions for the sale of my property 

contingent on Geraci being successful in acquiring the CUP , the costs associated with the CUP, which 

would include all architecture, engineering  and construction costs to develop the property, and the joint 

venture terms we had orally agreed  to it was clear that not only was the 3 sentence document  incapable 

of documenting those myriad conditions, as a real estate agent he was not even offering me a CAR form 

Purchase and Sal Agreement with Escrow Instructions as would be the normal real estate contract 

between a buyer and seller.   

 

3) On 05/12/17 I countersue Geraci (ROA-19) under, among other claims, his Breach of an Oral Contract.  

Judge Joel R. Wohlfeil presides over both complaints.   

 

4) There is quite a bit of legal maneuvering that goes on from this point but to encapsulate everything I will 

state that as SOON as Geraci admits in court pleadings that the original complaint he filed on 03/21/17 

was NOT a fully integrated contract, Judge Wohlfeil should have thrown his complaint out.  He did not.  

INSTEAD he let this go to a jury trial whereby they, the jury, were expected do decide what is, as is the 

JUDGES JOB, a basic matter of contract law.  A matter where there was no mutual assent between the 

parties and the 3 sentence document and confirmation e-mail attesting to that as in his email reply Geraci 

appeared to agree that this was not a complete and fully integrated contract where ALL the terms and 

conditions were set forth within the 4 corners of that document!   

https://151farmers.org/2017/10/23/canna-greed-stay-awake-stay-aware-my-story/
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/12-01-20-Geraci-Flowchart.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/A6-GERACI-VS-COTTON-03-21-17.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/11.1-05-12-17-Superior-Court-Cotton-XC-Ex-3-ROA-19.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/042.pdf


By failing to decide on this basic matter of contract law, Judge Wohlfeil kept me in unnecessary litigation 

on a matter that did not meet the basic thresholds of what would be legally required to meet Geraci’s 

original claims.  When, on numerous occasions, he was asked why he wouldn’t dismiss the original Geraci 

complaint based on these conditions not being met, Judge Wohlfeil avoided answering it by saying "We've 

been down this road many times before and we’re not going to revisit it again".  

Judge Wohlfeil has never once issued his reasoning for how the original Geraci complaint should stand as 

a fully integrated contract.  He is a disgrace to the judiciary and a fraud. I also believe he has been acting 

in concert with the City of San Diego, complicit in Geraci’s attempts to monopolize the cannabis industry 

in San Diego as well as other outlying communities.         

5) Over the course of the state court trial, it became obvious to me that not only was I not going to get 

justice but that Geraci had tied my property up with the City of San Diego Development Services 

Department (DSD) so that there would be no chance that I, as the property owner, could apply for and 

be granted that MO-CUP.  In fact, it became obvious that DSD was actively involved with Geraci and his 

team of lobbyists, architects and attorneys to delay the processing of my 6176 MO-CUP. which of course 

Geraci had complete control over.  In ROA-240 Judge Wohlfeil wouldn’t even grant me a 3rd party 

administrator that I would have paid for, to assure that even at a modest level, my rights to the MO-CUP 

were being protected while the property ownership matter with Geraci was being litigated. 

 

6) Armed with increasing evidence that DSD, Geraci and his attorney Gina Austin were engaged in a 

conspiracy to deny me of my rights but were involved in an ever expanding enterprise of pay to play 

cannabis licensing corruption with the City of San Diego that were, under color of authority, denying me 

of my constitutional rights (42 USC 1983) I decided to bring these matters into federal court.   

 

7) On 02/09/18 I filed a complaint in federal court, case no: 18-CV-0325-GPC-MDD (12A-ECF-1) COTTON v 

GERACI ET AL which not only charged Geraci with the state court charges but was expanded to include 

his attorneys and the City of San Diego under among 20 charges that violate: RICO, 42 USC 1983 and 

CONSPIRACY to name a few.  Judge Curiel was assigned the case and he stayed the federal matter until 

the state court proceedings were completed.  THIS WAS THE FIRST FEDERAL JUDICIAL ERROR.  Judge 

Curiel has a Sua Sponte responsibility to examine the claims being made in my complaint and issue a 

decision on whether or not the 03/21/17 Geraci was a fully integrated contract.  Any FIRST YEAR LAW 

STUDENT can see that it was not.  Instead Judge Curiel took the easy way out by issuing a Stay based on 

The Colorado River Doctrine which is not even relevant to my case.  Judge Curiel could have ended the 

state court matter right then and moved matters into federal court but at the time I was satisfied that at 

least I was in federal court and as a pro se plaintiff litigant I viewed it as an accomplishment.  Besides at 

this point what choice or options did I have?  

 

8) I appealed Judge Wohlfeil’s decision to deny me a 3rd party court appointed receiver (ROA-303) who 

would administer the MO-CUP application so that Geraci did not have complete control of that process.   

 

9) On 07/26/18 (ROA-281) the state Appellate Court upheld Judge Wohlfeil’s decision and denied me that 

appeal for a 3rd party court appointed receiver.  Geraci was to remain in complete control of the MO-CUP 

process on my property.  

 

10) On 09/12/18 I filed a Motion to Disqualify (ROA 292) Judge Wohlfeil and included: Exhibits 1-8, Exhibits 

9-12, Exhibit 13 and Exhibits 14-21 

https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/8.11.1-2018.07.13-Many-Times-Before-Transcript.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/8.11.1-2018.07.13-Many-Times-Before-Transcript.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/ROA-240.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/12.1-Federal-Complaint-02-09-17.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/ROA-303.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/11.1-07-26-18-Superior-Court-NOAA-re-Denial-of-Receiver-1.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Superior-Court-Screen-Shot-of-01-29-20-4.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/ROA-292.1.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/ROA-292.1.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/ROA-292.1.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/292.3.1.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/292.3.2.pdf


 

11) On 09/15/18 Geraci and his attorneys filed for, and were granted, 5 Temporary Restraining Orders (TRO's) 

against me.  This would require that I stay 200 yards away from them.  The reason I believed they did this 

is to prevent me from attending public hearings on a competing MO-CUP @ 6220 Federal Blvd that Geraci 

was behind so that the 6176 CUP could not be approved while the 6220 CUP would be.  The reason for 

this was simple.  The MO-CUP goes with the property.  Geraci had no case.  He was not going to own my 

6176 property and if it were not for the help of DSD and Judge Wohlfeil he HAD to have another CUP 

within the 1,000 ft radius of my property so that once the state court case was adjudicated and he lost, 

the other CUP at only 300 ft away would prevent me from getting a CUP on that property.   

 

12) On 09/17/18 Judge Wohlfeil denies(ROA-297)the Motion to Disqualify.  Note the date and his signature 

on the last page.  What is very very wrong with this particular order and the timing to the docket can be 

found in the docket ROA numbers.  It wasn’t until Judge Wohlfeil found that he was a defendant in my 

federal case that he was forced to upload my DQ motion and his order striking it some 16 months later.  

That and the procedural reasons he gives for the denial are absolute fabrication.  This judge had to hold 

onto this case or the whole thing would have come tumbling down around him.  He knew of the fraud 

committed upon and by the court then and soon the world will know of it as well.    

 

13) On 04/04/19 I filed a Motion(ROA-491) that Geraci’s interrogatories be binding.  Essentially Geraci was 

switching his story from his original complaint that was based on the 3 sentence document being a fully 

integrated contract, then in later responses he acknowledged there were oral assurances that were 

agreed to outside of that document.  Had the judge granted this motion and made all the statements 

binding it would have been game over for Geraci.  He did not.     

 

14) On 04/29/19 (ROA-511) Judge Wohlfeil denies my motion that Geraci’s Interrogatories be binding and 

orders sanctions against me.  

 

15) On 06/27/19 (ROA-590) Judge Wohlfeil issues a Minute Order on attorney Andrew Flores, the actual 

buyer of my property and who had performed limited representation for me in this case, denying his ex 

parte Motion to Intervene in this case.  Flores’s interests in the case or my property are of no concern to 

this state court.      

 

16) There are a series of Motions in Limine that we filed with the court to see if we could introduce the  

evidence we had of the fraud and conspiracy charges we had discovered that would allow the jury to see 

what were behind Geraci’s real motivations with the case.  All were denied (RAO-596) and none of this 

information was allowed to be heard by the jury.  This ultimately led to the jury deciding in favor of Geraci.          

 

17) On 08/09/19 (ROA-648) Cotton’s Proposed Judgement for Jury Verdict is denied.   

 

18) On 08/20/19 (ROA-652) Geraci’s Notice of Entry of Judgement for $260K is approved.  See Exhibit 1 

 

19) On 08/21/19 (RAO-654) in Geraci’s Memorandum of Costs. Attorney fees were not requested for 

recovery.  After 3 years of litigation this had to be an amount well in excess of $500K that Geraci had to 

have spent over the course of that litigation.  See Exhibit 2   

 

20) On 09/13/19 (ROA-672) Cotton, with new counsel, files a Motion for New Trial.   

https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/GERACI-TRO.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/ROA-297.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Superior-Court-Screen-Shot-of-01-29-20-4.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/ROA-491.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/ROA-511.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/11.1-06-27-19-Ex-Parte-intevene-ruling-.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/ROA-596.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/ROA-648.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/ROA-652.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/ROA-654.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/ROA-672-NOM-MFNT-FILED-2019.09.13.pdf


 

21) On 10/25/19 (ROA-697) Judge Wohlfeil denies the Motion for New Trial.   

 

22) On 12/23/19 (12A-ECF-8) Cotton files a Motion to Unstay the case in federal court. It is within this motion 

that I detail what has gone on at the state court level and provided a flowchart that graphically illustrated 

the bad actors who had conspired to deprive me of my rights.  I have no doubt that this led to Judge 

Curiel’s complete understanding of how bad things had gotten since he issued his Stay Order pending the 

state course outcome way back on 12A-ECF-7 of 02/28/18.  See Flowcharts Exhibit 3      

 

23) On 01/10/20 (12A-ECF-9) Judge Curiel recuses himself.  Judge Whelan is assigned the case. 

 

24) On 01/10/20 (12A-ECF-10) Judge Whelan recuses himself.  Judge Bashant is assigned.  

 

25) On 01/15/20 (12A-ECF-11) Judge Bashant lifts the stay.   

 

26) On 04/03/20 (12C-ECF-1) Case No: 20CV656 Attorney Andrew Flores files FLORES ET AL v AUSTIN ET AL 

in federal court on behalf of himself and co-plaintiff Amy Sherlock.  While there are parallel matters in 

my case to be decided, Flores and I can not agree on what the end game would be in this matter.  I have 

suffered damages with pain and suffering where I will not settle.  I want a jury trial.  I want vindication 

and I want the people who did this to me to be held accountable for their actions so they can’t do it to 

others or continue to engage in these activities in the future.  Judge Sammartino is assigned the case.     

 

27) On 04/07/20 Judge Sammartino recuses herself (12C-ECF-5) from the Flores case.  Judge Sabraw is 

assigned.   

 

28) On 04/13/20 I file a Complaint with Exhibits with the Commission on Judicial Performance regarding Judge 

Wohlfeil’s performance on my case.  See Exhibit 4    

 

29) On 04/17/20 Judge Sabraw recuses himself (12C-ECF-7) from the Flores case.  Judge Bashant is assigned. 

 

30) On 05/05/20 I file a complaint with the Judicial Council of the Ninth Circuit regarding Judge Bashant’s 

rulings on my case.  She is protecting Judge Wohlfeil.  I will not keep going through this.  See Exhibit 5  

 

31) On 05/13/20 I file an Amended Complaint (12A-ECF-18) naming both Judge Bashant and Judge Wohlfeil 

as defendants.   

 

32) On 05/14/20 (ROA-724) screenshot showing Judge Wohlfeil’s docket whereby the judgement is entered 

against me for $0 not the $260K as shown in (ROA-652).  As can also be seen by this image that ROA 724 

is not able to be seen or available to purchase to the shopping cart.  See Exhibit 6  

 

33) On 07/09/20 The CJP takes no action and dismisses my complaint against Judge Wohlfeil.  See Exhibit 7  

 

34) On 08/05/20 (12A-ECF-37/38) I find that the federal court is now playing games with my motions.  In this 

case Judge Bashant, or someone in her office, removed my signature page (page 27) of my motion for 

court appointed counsel.  In her order to put the signature page back in my motion, she blames the 

removal on that page being an “Improperly Titled Document and Missing Proof of Service”.  This is 

https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/ROA-697.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/ECF-8.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Civil-Docket-1-10-20.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/01-10-20-Judge-Whelan-Minute-Order-Recusal.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/01-15-20-Order-Granting-Motion-to-Lift-Stay.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/EFC-1.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/04-07-20-Judge-Sammartino-Recusal.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/04-08-20-CJP-Complaint-and-Exhibits-re-Wohlfeil-.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/04-17-20-Order-Transfering-Case.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/05-05-20-Combined-Complaint-and-Statement.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/05-13-20-Amended-Complaint-Conformed.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/05-13-20-Amended-Complaint-Conformed.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/ROA-652.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/07-09-20-Case-Closed.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/07-09-20-Case-Closed.pdf


patently false since the signature page was not titled at all and the proof of service was the previous days 

email to all parties that INCLUDED the page Judge Bashant TOOK OUT.   This action reminded me of the 

manipulations Judge Wohlfeil did on the DQ Motion I had filed.  There was NO REASON whatsoever that 

page should have been taken out.  She knows there was no excuse for her actions and because I 

fortunately followed up the upload and caught that it was missing, so do I.  See Exhibit 8 

 

35) On 09/24/20 Judge Bashant recuses herself (12C-ECF-26)(12C-ECF-26) from the Flores case.  Judge 

Robinson is assigned.   

 

36) On 09/24/20 Judge Bashant recuses herself (12A-ECF-42) from the Cotton case.  Judge Robinson is 

assigned.   

 

37) On 10/19/20 Chief Justice S. Thomas of the 9th circuit takes no action and dismisses my complaint against 

Judge Bashant.  See Exhibit 9 

 

38) On 11/03/20 I filed an Omnibus Sur-Reply (12A-ECF- 46) that brings forth new information in which an 

attorney, Natalie Nguyen who was representing a material fact witness, Corina Young, in the GERACI v 

COTTON state court matter conspired to have her client avoid a subpoena which was to provide Young’s 

sworn statement that would have dispositively proven that Geraci was intent on sabotaging the MO-CUP 

at 6176 to avoid damages and to deny me any chance of acquiring that MO-CUP.  Part of the exhibits 

includes confidential emails that went between Young and Nguyen that support that conspiracy.      

As of 12/03/20 Judge Robinson has not made any decisions on either the Flores or my case.  I realize that 

there is a lot to consider but to date the delays have done nothing other than to disappoint me in how judges 

seem to go out of their way to protect other judges even if that means the law is not being followed and 

citizen’s rights are being trampled.  This must be stopped.  If we don’t expose these unholy alliances, there 

will be no justice for all.  It will only be available to those with the right connections and who can afford it.  

And that is not an America we can live in or we should pass down to future generations.   

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
Contact Information: 

Darryl Cotton 
619.954.4447 

indagrodarryl@gmail.com 
Visit me @  

151 Urban and Aquaponic Farms  
Facebook/Darryl.Cotton & Facebook Banned Members Group 

 
Thank you for your interest and support in helping make our legal system work for everyone! 

I think former Associate Judge Louis D. Brandeis put it best when he said: 

“Sunlight Really is the Best Disinfectant” 

 
To those of you who hold positions of judicial authority, you would be 

well advised to remember those words!  

 

https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/09-24-20-Bashant-Recusal-1.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/09-24-20-Bashant-Recusal.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/10-19-20-Complaint-is-Dismissed.pdf
https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/ECF-46.pdf
mailto:indagrodarryl@gmail.com
http://151farmers.org/
https://www.facebook.com/darryl.cotton.33
https://www.facebook.com/groups/269358680673180


Exhibits 1 – 9 
The exhibits shown here are best suited to accompany reduced size print versions of the presentation.  In 

some cases they are part of what would be a much larger case exhibit that, should you wish to review it 

and I strongly encourage you to do so, you would click on the hyperlink wherever the exhibit is shown 

within the presentation to see the entire exhibit on line.    

 

Exhibit 1: 08/19/19 Civil Court Judgement against Cotton for $260,109.28 

Exhibit 2: 08/21/19 Memorandum of Costs (Summary) showing no attorney fees requested.  

Exhibit 3: 12/01/20 Personnel Flowchart 

Exhibit 4: 04/13/20 Cotton’s Complaint to the Commission on Judicial Performance re Judge Wohlfeil. 

Exhibit 5: 05/05/20 Cotton’s Complaint to The Judicial Council of the Ninth Circuit re Judge Bashant. 

Exhibit 6: 05/14/20 Judge Wohlfeil’s Docket Showing a $0 Judgement against Cotton.  

Exhibit 7: 07/09/20 The Commission on Judicial Performance takes no action and closes the complaint. 

Exhibit 8: 08/05/20 Judge Bashant’s Order to reinsert the page that had been removed from my motion. 

Exhibit 9: 10/19/20 Chief Judge Thomas takes no action and closes the Judge Bashant complaint.       

https://151farmers.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/12-01-20-Geraci-Flowchart.pdf
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Screen shot taken on 12/02/20. ROA No 724 does not reflect the $260K judgement (ROA-652) Geraci won at trial.  

There are other anomalies with the financial side of this case.  Neither Geraci nor his attorneys have ever sought the $260K payment from me.  They have not 

clouded title on my property, they never sought attorney’s fees and ROA 724 cannot be added to the shopping cart so it can be seen.   
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